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Abstract 

In modern days, people tend to check reviews and opinions on a product before buying. 

The main goal of our system is according to the public opinion of a product, give a rating to 

the product on a scale of 0 to 10. Also, we are plotting this rating for better understanding of 

how every attribute of a product stands against time. For public opinion, we collected data from 

twitter. The reason behind using twitter tweets is because it is one of the most popular social 

sites. The data is pre -processed and then filtered for irrelevant characters. The data is then 

clustered based on different attributes of product. After that using the Naïve Bayes classifier 

we do a sentiment analysis of the data to calculate the polarity. This polarity is then converted 

to a scale of 0 to 10 (where 5 is average) and thus the rating of an individual product is obtained. 

This polarity for each product for every attribute is plotted in a graph where axis-x represents 

time and axis-y represents polarity. 
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CHAPTER 01 

Introduction 

We live in an era in which people are more likely to use internet and other technologies 

for help. People are more dependent on modern technologies rather than conventional ways of 

things. This is even applicable in terms of their decision making. People tend to rely on internet 

or other services to help reduce their confusion. Big confusions arise while purchasing a 

product and people tend to search for reviews of a certain product before purchasing it. Our 

main target is to build a system which generates a rating of any product. This rating is solely 

dependent on public opinion of a product. Depending on public opinion, a products rating 

would be given. 

 

1.1 Motivation 

Now a days before buying any product people are more likely to see a review of a product. 

There are a large number of review sites on internet. There are even some pages on social 

networking sites like Facebook which give reviews on various product. Every type of product 

has review starting from phones, pc, tablets even home appliances like fans, electric irons etc.  

 

1.2 Contribution Summary 

The main purpose of doing this project is, this project will enable companies to check 

what attributes of the product needs to be improved. As this system will provide rating based 

on mass user opinion, the rating reflects the state of mind of users about that specific products 

and its attributes. Also there have been many researches in this sentiment analysis field but 

none have been done in context of business. We are trying to create a system using sentiment 

analysis which will be helpful in practical life. This system will also help analyze how the 

attributes of a product stands against the test of time. Also this system will save user a huge 

amount of time. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 

Over all in this paper, Chapter 2 provides the Background study in details including the 

algorithms and techniques used in the system, Chapter 3 discusses the proposed model 

including the algorithms and techniques, Chapter 4 presents the results and analysis and lastly 

Chapter 5 gives the conclusion and future work. 
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CHAPTER 02 

Background Analysis 

 

Sentiment analysis is a process that finds opinions, emotions from texts, tweets and other 

sources of natural languages [6]. All the opinion/emotion is captured using natural language 

processing [1]. As now a days the amount of data is getting bigger and bigger ‘Natural 

Language Processing’ is becoming more and more popular. Using natural language processing 

we can find out trends, popularity etc. This is big field for research thus we have done our 

research on generating product reviews from public sentiment. Collected from social 

networking site. In our research we have selected mobile phones as our product and tweets 

regarding phones as our experimental datasets. 

In most of the review sites available over the Internet, the reviews of products are mostly 

given by technical wizards. People who have immense knowledge about technologies are 

bound to know much about any given product as they know every little details that is needed 

to be known in order to understand the efficiency and performance of a product. These type of 

people do not even need to use a product to judge, just a specification list works fine for them 

to give positive or negative reaction on the product [22]. In the review sites, most the reviews 

are given by these sort of people which means a much more technical review. This is not 

actually a bad thing as their judgment is far more accurate than any average person but the 

problem is most of the people are not well aware of a lot of attributes mentioned on the reviews 

[10]. Most of the people do not understand the reason behind a review being positive or 

negative. 

Then again it is not like general reviews are not posted on these review sites but as we 

know the best reviews are prioritized by the service. That is why general reviews are found by 

facing a lot of difficulty but people tend to look over 2-3 reviews and make their decision.  

Mostly non-technical people who have less knowledge of technologies tend to share their 

reviews and opinion on social networking sites. The reviews are actually their personal 

opinions about a product which are more informal and less technical in most cases. Their posts 

reflect the reasons of their liking or disliking a product. There is a problem though. These posts 

are really hard to keep track of. Even though using hashtags and other methods posts regarding 
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any specific topic or things can be seen, keeping track of these posts are difficult. Also most of 

these posts are not even taken into account due to less followers, audience type [21]. 

Due to all this reasons mentioned above we thought of collecting all these posts and 

analyzing it to create a rating system. This system will take all the tweets from twitter and then 

process them and using Naïve Bayes algorithm [3], do a sentiment analysis on this tweets to 

get the polarity [7] which further leads us to the rating of a product. Thus pushing people 

towards a rating system. 

The product rating generation system using sentiment analysis is a user friendly system. 

This system is based on the public opinion. As mentioned in the background study, this system 

is a generalized form of reviews given by users in social networking site. For public opinion 

we scrapped tweets using a fake user agent script. Then we trimmed data and did a sentiment 

analysis on the data to get the polarity. From that polarity, the rating is generated. 

 

2.1 Natural Language Processing 

Natural language processing is focuses on machines and human language. It basically 

enables machines to understand human languages. Its main challenges are recognizing speech, 

understanding human language etc.[11]. The main syntaxes of natural language processing are 

parts of speech tagging, parsing, word segmentation, sentence breaking and terminology 

extraction. The main processes that we used will be described in the naïve bays classifier 

section [6]. 

 

2.2 Supervised Learning 

Supervised learning is basically training the algorithm manually so that it can predict 

relatively correctly for future datasets [2]. In supervised learning training datasets given with 

the desired outputs. From all the information received by the algorithm it then predicts the 

probability for unknown attributes.  
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 2.3 Bayes Theorem  

For probability theory or to find out the probability of a event Bayes theorem/ Bayes rule 

is used. Bayes theorem follows the prior knowledge of the conditions for a specific event and 

then calculates the probability of a certain event occurrence.[7] 

The mathematical equation of Bayes theorem: 

 
(1) 

Where P(A) and P(B)  are probabilities of A and B disregarding each other. P(B|A) is the 

probability of B occurring depending on the occurrence of A. Finally, the answer, P(A|B) is 

the conditional probability of A occurring given B is true. 

 

2.4 Naïve Bayes Classifier 

While working on a dataset with millions of records with different attributes, Naive Bayes 

approach is recommended. 

The Naïve Bayes algorithm uses Bayes Theorem with strong independent assumptions 

[3]. Bayes theorem works on conditional probability. Conditional probability is the probability 

is that something will happen given that something else has already happened. It predicts 

probabilities for each class such as the probability that given record or data point belongs to a 

particular class [7]. If there are m possible classes A={a1,a2,…….am} for tweets 

T={t1,t2…….tn}then using bayes rule we can predict the probability tweet t to be in class a  

|
|  (2) 

A naïve bayes occures independently thus it assumes each term or word wk, tk is the frequency 
of each word wk, nd is the number of unique words  then the equation becomes [7] 

| ∝ | ^  (3) 
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In Figure 1, the basic workflow of Naïve Bayes Classifier is shown. For each attribute it 

traverses each node and finds the probability to be in a specific class. If it finds all the values 

of an attribute, it goes to the next attribute. If it does not get the values, then it goes to the 

different nodes and checks again. 

 

 

Figure 1: Naïve bayes classifier workflow 
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In Figure 2, Naïve Bayes pseudo code is given. First it extracts the vocabulary and has 

attribute counter. For each attribute, go to the node and check if the attribute belongs to the 

class. For each text, word is tokenized. Then the tokenized word’s probability is measured. 

Then each word is scored. Then it returns the score. 

 

 

Figure 2: Naïve Bayes pseudo code 
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CHAPTER 03 

Proposed Model 
 

The basic idea of our project is to gather data from twitter and run a sentiment analysis 

on the gathered data. Then get the calculated polarity of each attributes of a product. After that 

the average of the attributes of the product is calculated and converted to 10 which is the rating 

of the product. 

 

3.1 Process 

There are 7 steps in the proposed model. Those are: 

 The first step is the collection of data from twitter using a script to scrape tweets. 

  The second step is preprocessing the gathered data to a supervised form. 

  The third step is clustering the data according to their attributes. 

 The fourth step is building a list of positive and negative words is added. 

 The fifth step is adding external attributes of products. 

 The sixth step is to do tokenizing and parts of speech tagging. 

  The seventh step is to do a sentiment analysis on the data to get the polarity. 

  The eighth step is to show graphical representations for each attribute. 

 The final step is to generate a rating based on the polarity. 
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Figure 3: Proposed Model’s workflow 

 

3.2 Data Collection 

For gathering data, we used a script to scrape Tweets from Twitter using the Python 

package which requests to retrieve the contents and Beautiful soup4 to parse the retrieved 

content.  

Our scraper also uses –  

 lxml – A library for processing XML and HTML in Python 

 coala-utils 0.5.0 – A collection of utilities.  

 fake_useragentrequests - simple useragent faker with real world database. 
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We did not use the Twitter search API/OAuth key as by using it we can only access tweets 

from past 7 days. Also twitter search API only allows us to send 180 requests every 15 minutes. 

For this data from past is needed as that would give more precise results but using Twitter 

search API would only let us access data from past 7 days. Our script allows us to scrape tweets 

from any date to any date. Also we needed a large amount of data so limited request would 

have been troublesome to collect data. Our script has no limitation like that. In within few 

seconds plenty of tweets are scraped for use. So, our script allows us to overcome these 

limitations which Twitter search API cannot. 

 Per tweet this script scrapes the following information –  

1. Username & Full name 

2. Tweet id 

3. Tweet text 

4. Timestamp 

5. Number of likes 

6. Number of replies 

7. Number of retweets 

 

Figure 4 is the twitter advanced search. Here by giving the right parameters, tweets are 

assembled. Then some part of link of the search is given on the script which finally leads to 

data collection. 
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Figure 4: Twitter advanced search 
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3.2 Preprocessing and Filtering Data 

After the collection of data which is in JSON format, collected data’s need to be 

preprocessed in a supervised form. It means there cannot be any punctuation or additional 

symbol. To preprocess the data we used a java program. This program removes all the 

unnecessary symbols, links, punctuations and other unimportant symbols from the data and 

saves it as a CSV file. 

To remove garbage data caused by script’s parameter username and full name, number 

of likes, number of retweets, number of replies are removed by just eliminating these from the 

script. However id and timestamp data could not be removed using the same technique. So to 

remove those, the java program was used again to remove the id and timestamp from data to 

filter it and just keep the text or tweet of a user.  

The program then saves this processed and filtered supervised data in a CSV file. In 

Figure 5 the JSON format data is shown before pre-processing. 

Figure 5: Data before processing in JSON format 
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In Figure 6, we are demonstrating the filtered data which is saved in CSV format. Here 

the first column represents posting date of the corresponding tweet that is in the second column. 

In this format, we omitted the punctuations, unnecessary symbols and all types of links and 

extra whitespaces from data. 

 

 

Figure 6: Data after processing 
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3.3 Data Clustering 

The supervised data saved in a CSV file is then clustered according to specific attributes. 

Let’s say our system is rating a phone. There are many attributes of a phone which the user 

will want to know about like processor, camera, battery life etc. Now using these attribute name 

as keyword we would cluster the data and separate the dataset according to their attribute. We 

created the cluster to make the sentiment analysis relatively easier as we can easily show the 

graphical representation. 

 

3.4 Word list and attribute addition 

To make the classifier more efficient we added a list of positive and negative words [12, 

13] with the provided wordlist by python NLTK. We also added some external 

attributes/features for our experimental product (phones). Like processor class includes words 

like Qualcomm, Snapdragon, ARM cortex, MediaTek, Samsung Exynos, Apple A series, etc. 

We did the same for UI and camera attribute.  

 

3.5 Training Dataset 

At first we used datasets made by us from collecting twitter then classifying them by 

hand. After that we used a dataset of amazon phone review [15].  

 

3.6 Tokenization and POS tagging 

After reading the tweet the classifier first tokenizes the words based on comma (,), full 

stop (.) space and many other punctuation. After that the stop words are removed. By using 

parts of speech tagging we can indicate subjectivity of a tweet better [1][16]. Parts of speech 

tagging was done by NLTK pos tagger. Which was pre-trained by python NLTK. 
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3.7 Sentiment Analysis on Data 

Sentiment Analysis is the process of detecting the contextual polarity of text. In other 

words, it determines whether a piece of writing is positive, negative or neutral. After clustering 

the data, we did sentiment analysis on the datasets.  For sentiment analysis we used the Naïve 

Bayes classifier algorithm in TextBlob [3].  

This algorithm is used for predicting the probability of words being in any particular 

class. This is used due to its ease during both training and classifying steps. Preprocessed data 

is given as input to train the classifier and that model is applied on test to generate positive or 

negative or neutral sentiment.  

In Figure 7, we can see the Spyder IDE console giving outputs for the tweets that were 

used as input (filtered CSV file). The two values under each tweet represents the polarity and 

subjectivity of the sentence respectively. 

 

3.8 Graphical Representation 

For graphical representation, we used the function named MatPlotLib. This is a library of 

python that is mostly used for creating graphical representation for example: bar charts, pie 

charts, histogram etc.  

 
Figure 7: sentence polarity 
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The library requires three parameters. One input is the polarity, the second one is the 

brand and the last one is attribute. These are given as input and the outputs are shown in graphs. 

In Figure 8 we have shown a sample graphical representation of sentiment analysis result. 

 

 

3.9 Rating generation 

Rating is calculated by averaging the polarity (positive, negative and neutral) of all 

attributes. As these polarities are fraction values, we convert it to decimal, round it up using 

ceiling/floor and show the rating. As neutral polarities are considered to have a polarity of 0 

and it does not affect the average polarity count, these values are not taken in order to make 

our system more efficient. We save the number of positive, negative tweets and we average 

them to find out the rating on a scale of 1 to 10. This is how the polarity is calculated of a single 

product.   

Figure 8: Initial polarity graph 
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CHAPTER 04 

Experimental Setup & Result Analysis 

The experiment of this algorithm in this thesis is performed in the AMD FXtm-8300 Eight-

Core Processor, ~3.3GHz, 16384MB RAM environment using Spyder IDE. The codes were 

done in python v3.6.2. We used TextBlob library for building the Naïve Bayes classifier. We 

used pythons NLTK (natural language toolkit) for natural language processing basics. Our 

training dataset for naïve Bayes classifier were manual datasets we collected from twitter and 

later we used a dataset of amazon unlocked mobile [15]. 

 

In the classifier we have calculated the polarity. The polarity range is (-1.0 to 1.0) and if 

the polarity is less than 0 then the sentence is negative. If the polarity of the sentence is 0.0 

then the sentence is neutral. Thus if the polarity greater than 0.0 then the sentence is positive.   

 Positive ( >0.0) 

 Neutral (0.0) 

 Negative (<0.0) 

Figure 9 shows the graph for the review of processors of different phone models. The 

graph shows the positive and negative polarity of the sentiment. 
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Figure 9: Processor sentiment graph 

 

In Figure 9, the bars represent the number of positive, negative and neutral sentiment of 

Samsung Galaxy S8, IPhone X and Google Pixel 2’s processor. Blue bar illustrates Samsung 

Galaxy S8, Orange bar illustrates Apple IPhone X and Gray bar illustrates Google pixel2. 

 

Table 1: Processor attribute based sentiment count table. 

 Samsung Galaxy S8 Apple iPhone X Google Pixel 2 

Total 826 240 606 

Positive 231 59 214 

Negative 162 361 66 

Neutral 433 690 326 
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Figure 10: Camera sentiment graph 

In Figure 10, the bars represent the number of positive, negative and neutral sentiment of 

Samsung Galaxy S8, IPhone X and Google Pixel 2’s camera. Blue bar illustrates Samsung 

Galaxy S8, Orange bar illustrates Apple IPhone X and Gray bar illustrates Google pixel2. 

Table 2: Camera attribute based sentiment count table. 

 Samsung Galaxy S8 Apple iPhone X Google Pixel 2 

Total 24747 9289 6989 

Positive 15182 5669 4537 

Negative 1236 881 355 

Neutral 8329 2739 2097 
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Figure 11: Battery sentiment graph 

 

In Figure 11, the bars represent the number of positive, negative and neutral sentiment of 

Samsung Galaxy S8, IPhone X and Google Pixel 2’s battery. Blue bar illustrates Samsung 

Galaxy S8, Orange bar illustrates Apple IPhone X and Gray bar illustrates Google pixel2. 

Table 3: Battery attribute based sentiment count table. 

 Samsung Galaxy S8 Apple iPhone X Google Pixel 2 

Total 938 1198 739 

Positive 235 309 146 

Negative 211 262 206 

Neutral 492 627 387 
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Figure 12: Price sentiment graph 

In Figure 12, the bars represent the number of positive, negative and neutral reviews of 

Samsung Galaxy S8, IPhone X and Google Pixel 2’s price. Blue bar illustrates Samsung Galaxy 

S8, Orange bar illustrates Apple IPhone X and Gray bar illustrates Google pixel2. 

Table 4: Price attribute based sentiment count table. 

 Samsung Galaxy S8 Apple iPhone X Google Pixel 2 

Total 3198 1573 1129 

Positive 1369 359 422 

Negative 257 681 163 

Neutral 1572 533 544 
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Figure 13: Display sentiment graph 

In Figure 13, the bars represent the number of positive, negative and neutral reviews of 

Samsung Galaxy S8, IPhone X and Google Pixel 2’s display. Blue bar illustrates Samsung 

Galaxy S8, Orange bar illustrates Apple IPhone X and Gray bar illustrates Google pixel2. 

Table 5: Display attribute based sentiment count table. 

 Samsung Galaxy S8 Apple iPhone X Google Pixel 2 

Total 2076 1844 919 

Positive 922 826 451 

Negative 158 186 102 

Neutral 996 832 366 
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Figure 14: UI sentiment graph 

In Figure 14, the bars represent the number of positive, negative and neutral reviews of 

Samsung Galaxy S8, IPhone X and Google Pixel 2’s UI. Blue bar illustrates Samsung Galaxy 

S8, Orange bar illustrates Apple IPhone X and Gray bar illustrates Google pixel2. 

Table 6: User Interface attribute based sentiment count table. 

 Samsung Galaxy S8 Apple iPhone X Google Pixel 2 

Total 1238 885 479 

Positive 568 364 206 

Negative 45 96 52 

Neutral 625 423 221 
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Figure 15: Time vs. Polarity graph of Samsung Galaxy S8 

 

The above graph is a time vs. polarity graph of Samsung Galaxy S8. This phone was 

released at 21st April, 2017.In this graph, x-axis is the time and y-axis is the polarity. As this 

model was released before several months, we averaged the polarities of data from one month 

and input the results with respect to the month. If we did not plot the graph considering time in 

days, the graph will be scattered and very tough to understand. The dates are from 21st April to 

30th November. This graph shows the users preference shifting with respect to time in a 

complex method. We did not include the attribute price on this graph as the cost of cellphones 

do not change much resulting in the sentiment of people being constant.  
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Figure 16: Time vs. Polarity graph of Apple IPhone X 

 

The above graph is a time vs. polarity graph of Apple IPhone X. This phone was released 

at 3rd November, 2017. In this graph, x-axis is the time and y-axis is the polarity. As this model 

was released before few months, we averaged the polarities of data of one day and input the 

results with respect to the month. This phone was released recently, so we plotted time in days. 

The dates are from 3rd November to 30th November. This graph shows the users preference 

shifting with respect to time in a complex method. We did not include the attribute price on 

this graph as the cost of cellphones do not change much resulting in the sentiment of people 

being constant.  
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Figure 17: Time vs. Polarity graph of Google Pixel 2 

 

The above graph is a time vs. polarity graph of Google Pixel 2. In this graph, x-axis is the 

time and y-axis is the polarity. This phone was released at 19th October, 2017. As this model 

was released before few months, we averaged the polarities of data of one day and input the 

results with respect to the month. Due to this phone being recently released, time was plotted 

in graph in days. The dates are from 19th October to 30th November. This graph shows the users 

preference shifting with respect to time in a complex method. And the frequency is high in this 

graphs it is daily average of the polarity We did not include the attribute price on this graph as 

the cost of cellphones do not change much resulting in the sentiment of people being constant.  
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CHAPTER 05 

Conclusion & Future Work 

5.1 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a general product rating system based on public opinion. 

This can be widely used in the future to get proper reviews of any product to get the best review 

possible for a product. This system will allow user to briefly analyze bunch of products based 

on their rating and choose the best one depending on the budget and requirement of the user. 

This system is reliable as the rating is basically generated based on public opinion and this 

rating will reflect the actual state of the product in the market of buyers with limited information 

on the product. 

 

5.2 Future Work 

We have built this system to work on cell phone’s rating. Our basic plan was to implement 

the system for any product. In future we wish to work to integrate the system so that it can 

generate rating for any product. That would not require much effort as we can always collect 

data from twitter on any product and we can train more datasets in our created classifier. We 

wish to make this system user friendly more.  

We look forward to ease the process of decision making about buying any product for 

people. This system would be just one more step towards digitalization. We belief it will make 

people’s lives easier as this system will allow users to see an accurate rating of any product and 

save them from the misery of finding a good review from various review sites. 
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